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THE WELSH MINISTERS 

 
THE FISHGUARD TO BANGOR TRUNK ROAD (A487) (NEW DYFI BRIDGE AND DE-

TRUNKING, MACHYNLLETH) ORDER 201- 
 

THE FISHGUARD TO BANGOR TRUNK ROAD (A487) (NEW DYFI BRIDGE, MACHYNLLETH 
BYPASS) (SIDE ROADS) ORDER 201- 

 
 

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1  The Welsh Ministers, as the relevant highway authority, are responsible for all trunk roads in 

Wales. The A487 trunk road is an important part of the Welsh Government’s (WG) strategic 
road network and it serves as the major north/south route along the west Wales coast linking 
Fishguard, Cardigan, Aberystwyth, Machynlleth, Dolgellau, Porthmadog, Caernarfon and 
Bangor. 

 
1.2  The proposed scheme will provide a new 1.22km trunk road (length including tie-ins with the 

existing A487 at either end) that will form an additional crossing of the Afon Dyfi, to the north of 
Machynlleth.  The scheme will commence at the existing Cambrian Line railway bridge over the 
A487 on the edge of Machynlleth.  It will terminate south west of the existing A487 junction with 
the B4404.  The new A487 will be a single carriageway trunk road, consisting of one lane in 
each direction.  

 
1.3  The Welsh Ministers have published proposals to provide a new section of trunk road which 

comprise: 
 

a. The draft Line and De-Trunking Order, now published, to provide for the construction of 
new lengths of trunk road, including a connection to Dyfi Eco Park, and the de-trunking of 
existing lengths of trunk road. 
 

b. The draft Side Roads Order, now published, to stop up lengths of superseded trunk road 
and to stop up, improve, create or alter other roads, footpaths, cycle routes, private 
accesses, and to provide the temporary provision and closure of footpaths and cycle 
routes. 
 

c. The draft Compulsory Purchase Order, to be published shortly, to provide for the 
acquisition of the land and rights required for the construction and maintenance of the 
scheme. 

 

1.4  An Environmental Statement (ES) has been prepared in association with the above draft 
Orders and is available for inspection. This project is subject to an Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) in accordance with Section 105A of the Highways Act 1980 and European 
Community (EC) Directive 2011/92/EU. 

 
1.5  In accordance with regulation 61 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 

2010, a Statement to Inform an Appropriate Assessment (SIAA) has been prepared on the 
possible impacts associated with the scheme on the Dyfi Estuary Special Protection Area 
(SPA), Lleyn Peninsula and the Sarnau Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and Meirionnydd 
Oakwoods and Bat Sites SAC. A copy of the SIAA is included in Appendix 1.1 in Volume 3 of 
the ES. 

 
1.6  The ES describes the proposals, identifies the main environmental effects on both the 

manmade and natural environment and describes the proposed measures to avoid, remedy or 
reduce impacts and provide environmental enhancement where relevant. 
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1.7  The ES is reported in four parts: 
 

• The Non-Technical Summary 

• Volume 1 – Technical Assessment Report 

• Volume 2 – Figures 

• Volume 3 – Technical Appendices 

1.8  Volume 1 is the main technical assessment report, which details the methodologies and results 
of the EIA. It sets out ways in which identified impacts can be effectively mitigated. Volume 2 is 
a set of supporting figures which should be read alongside Volume 1. Volume 3 is a set of 
technical appendices which should also be read alongside Volume 1. 

 
1.9  Subject to the satisfactory completion of the statutory procedures, it is intended to start 

construction in 2018 with the new road opening in 2020. 
 

 
2. BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT 

 
2.1  The A487 trunk road is an important part of the Welsh Government’s (WG) strategic road 

network and it serves as the major north/south route along the west Wales coast linking 
Fishguard, Cardigan, Aberystwyth, Machynlleth, Dolgellau, Porthmadog, Caernarfon and 
Bangor. 

 
2.2  A timber bridge crossing the Afon Dyfi was first erected at this location in 1533 which was 

replaced by a masonry structure around 1681. The present five span masonry bridge was 
constructed in 1805 and is reputed to have been built on dry land and the river then diverted 
beneath the finished bridge.  It is a scheduled monument and Grade II* listed.  It is part of the 
A487 trunk road. 

 
2.3  In the last thirty years, increased traffic and deterioration of the masonry structure has 

necessitated structural strengthening works and repairs to keep the bridge operational. In 1948, 
the bridge was widened on the northern side to mitigate vehicle damage due to its narrow width 
and poor geometry. 

 
2.4  In recent years there have been several studies to look at the operation, suitability, online 

improvements, off-line improvements and traffic management associated with the existing 
structure. A Feasibility Study and a Technical Assessment Appraisal were commissioned in 
1996 from RUST Consultants, acting for Mid Wales Trunk Road Agency (MWTRA). In 
November 2000, Powys County Council acting in their capacity as MWTRA, were directed to 
review the earlier work and produce a Stage II Technical Appraisal Report and an 
accompanying Environmental Assessment. 

 
2.5  In March 2003 MWTRA prepared the Stage II “A487 Fishguard to Bangor Trunk Road Pont-ar-

Ddyfi Improvement - Technical Appraisal Report.” This was supported by an Environmental 
Statement and concluded that for the trunk road to remain accessible to traffic at all times, the 
recommended option was to construct an offline multi-span viaduct across the floodplain. 
Further details of the history of the scheme development are set out in Chapter 3 (Alternatives 
Considered) of the ES. 

 
2.6  In August 2011, Halcrow was commissioned by the Welsh Government (WG) to carry out 

Welsh Transport Appraisal Guidance (WelTAG) planning stage appraisal for Pont-ar-Ddyfi and 
surrounding area. The purpose of the study being to: 

 

• Develop and identify the Transport Planning Objectives (TPOs); 

• Identify, develop and sift transport options to resolve problems in the study area.  
 

2.7  Eight TPOs were identified as needing to be addressed by the scheme and were reported in 
the WelTAG Planning Stage. This was followed by WelTAG Stage 1 and Stage 2 appraisals in 
2016.  
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2.8  Alun Griffiths (Contractors) Ltd. were appointed by the Welsh Government in June 2015 to 

develop the scheme, assist with the statutory procedures and proceed to detailed design and 
construction under an Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) contract. 

 
2.9  In July 2015, the Welsh Government’s National Transport Finance Plan 2015 was published. 

The plan set out a timetable of delivery, estimated expenditures and sources of funding for the 
Welsh Government’s key transport projects to support their economic and social priorities. This 
Plan lists A487 Dyfi Bridge as scheme reference R23 under “New Road Infrastructure – 
Schemes to be Constructed” with a delivery period of 2015 – 2020. 

 
2.10  WelTAG Stage 1 and Stage 2 appraisals were carried out in 2016 to identify the preferred 

option.  The scheme does not have a protected Preferred Route.  
 
 
3. POLICY CONTENT 

 
3.1  A review of the legislative and policy context from an environmental perspective and for the 

Scheme is reported in the Environmental Statement, Chapter 5. Assessment topic specific 
policies are further set out and taken into account in the Environmental Statement assessment 
topic chapters (Volume 1, Chapters 5 to 16). 

 
3.2  In summary, the main legislation and policy documents taken into account in the Environmental 

Statement include: 
 

a. Well-being of Future Generations Act (Wales) 2015; 
b. Active Travel (Wales) Act 2013; 
c. Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended); 
d. Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006; 
e. Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010; 
f. Planning (Wales) Act 2015; 
g. Human Rights Act 1998; 
h. Climate Change Act 2008; 
i. Environment Act (Wales) 2016; 
j. Historic Environment (Wales) Act 2016; 
k. The Wales Spatial Plan (Update 2008); 
l. Planning Policy Wales (Edition 9, November 2016); 
m. Technical Advice Note 12: Design (July 2014); 
n. Technical Advice Note 15: Development and Flood Risk (July 2004); 
o. Technical Advice Note 18: Transport (March 2007); 
p. Taking Wales Forward 2016-2021; 
q. One Wales: One Planet. (May 2009); 
r. One Wales: Connecting the Nation – The Wales Transport Strategy (April 2008); 
s. National Transport Finance Plan for Wales (August 2015); 
t. Trunk Road Estate Biodiversity Action Plan (2004-2014); 
u. Economic Renewal, A New Direction (July 2010); 
v. Environment Strategy for Wales (2006); 
w. The UK Low Carbon Transition Plan (July 2009); 
x. Climate Change Strategy for Wales (October 2010); 
y. Capturing the Potential – a Green Job Strategy for Wales (July 2009); 
z. Mid Wales Joint Local Transport Plan 2015-2020; 
aa. Powys Unitary Development Plan 2011-2021: and 
bb. Eryri Local Development Plan 2007-2022. 

 
3.3  Below is a description of the main policies and plans from a transport perspective, relevant to 

the Scheme, at both UK and Welsh levels. 
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The Wales Spatial Plan 2008 
 
3.4  The A487 New Dyfi Bridge is located in Central Wales as defined by Chapter 19 of the Wales 

Spatial Plan. The vision for the Central Wales is for ‘High-quality living and working in smaller-
scale settlements set within a superb environment, providing dynamic models of rural 
sustainable development, moving all sectors to higher value-added activities’. 

 
Wales Transport Strategy 2008 
 
3.5   One Wales: Connecting the Nation, The Wales Transport Strategy is the Welsh Government’s 

strategy for transport. The stated goal of the Wales Transport Strategy is “to promote 
sustainable transport networks that safeguard the environment while strengthening our 
country’s economic and social life.” The One Wales Programme is working towards promoting 
sustainable transport between communities in different parts of Wales to access services, jobs 
and facilities and sustainable development, which will support the growth of the economy.  

 
3.6  Connecting the Nation endorses that a good transport system is central to achieving a vibrant 

economy and social justice through equality of access and greater mobility. It sees transport as 
having a leading role to play in adapting to the impacts of climate change. Fundamentally, 
economic prosperity is at the forefront of Connecting the Nation in order to connect people with 
businesses for employment and businesses with their customers and suppliers. Chapter 4 of 
the strategy provides the focus for the national and regional plans. 

 
The National Transport Finance Plan for Wales 2015 
 
3.7  Welsh Government’s National Transport Finance Plan was published in July 2015. The plan 

sets out investment for transport and services, with the delivery of the timescale extending 
beyond the Plan period 2015 to 2020. The forward to the plan emphasises that: ‘Transport has 
a critical role to play in improving Wales’ economic competitiveness and provides enhanced 
access to jobs and services. When delivering our investment in transport, it is important to 
focus on how it can serve the needs of businesses to enable them to prosper; and allow people 
to access the opportunities they need to live healthy, sustainable and fulfilling lives’. 

 
3.8  The plan sets out in detail how the Welsh Government proposes to deliver the outcomes set 

out in the Wales Transport Strategy from 2015 and beyond. The Finance Plan is not a policy 
document but provides the timescales, budgets and likely sources of financing for schemes 
being undertaken by Welsh Government. 

 
3.9  A delivery schedule is set out in Annex A of the Finance Plan to cover the next five year period 

(between April 2015 and March 2020) and in the medium term (beyond April 2020). Under new 
road schemes to be constructed, scheme reference R23 is ‘A487 Dyfi Bridge’ with a delivery 
period of 2015 to 2020. 

 
Programme for Government 
 
3.10  Taking Wales Forward 2016 - 2021 sets out the government’s programme to drive 

improvement in the Welsh economy and public services, delivering a Wales which is 
prosperous and secure, healthy and active, ambitious and learning, united and connected. 
Taking Wales Forward 2016-2021 outlines this government’s priorities for delivering those 
improvements. They are ambitious measures, aimed at making a difference for everyone, at 
every stage in their lives. 

 
Mid Wales Joint Local Transport Plan 2015-2020 
 
3.11 The Local Transport Plan (LTP) has been jointly produced by the three Mid Wales Local 

Authorities of Ceredigion County Council, Gwynedd Council, and Powys County Council. The 
Local Authorities are required to produce a Local Transport Plan under Section 108 of the 
Transport Act 2000 as amended by Transport (Wales) Act 2006. 
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3.12  The Mid Wales LTP draws on the TraCC Regional Transport Plan (RTP) and recent work 
following the RTP including strategies for walking and cycling/ active travel, highways and the 
bus and community transport network. The Plan has been developed in accordance with the 
Welsh Government ‘Guidance to Local Transport Authorities – Local Transport Plan 2015’ (May 
2014). The Plan sets out the regions intended Outcomes and Higher Level Interventions for 
transport in Mid Wales. 

 
3.13  The LTP contains a detailed programme from 2015-2020 and a framework for schemes until 

2030. The LTP is a statutory document that will sit alongside the Local Development Plans and 
other policies and plans of each of the Local Authorities once adopted. 

 
4. EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 
4.1  The problems that the project is attempting to address include:   
 

• Vehicle impacts which result in regular damage to parapets and spandrel walls; 

• In the last thirty years, increases in both traffic volume and size of vehicles has lead to 
regular damage to parapets and spandrel walls and along with deterioration of the 
masonry structure has necessitated structural strengthening works and repairs to keep 
the bridge operational. There are restrictions on altering the bridge as the bridge is 
Grade II* listed and is a scheduled monument. 

 

• The Afon Dyfi is subject to frequent flooding which inundates the A487 trunk road 
between Pont-ar-Ddyfi and the Cambrian Coast railway line just north of Machynlleth. As 
a result the A487 trunk road is frequently closed, severing the local communities either 
side of the river. Between 2007 and 2010 the A487 was closed for 13 days due to 
flooding.  Further closures result from accidents on Pont-ar-Ddyfi and the associated 
subsequent bridge repairs. During bridge closures, trunk road traffic is required to take a 
diversion of up to 30 miles.  The following two diversions are undertaken when Pont-ar-
Ddyfi closes: 
 
o Trunk road diversion is undertaken from Machynlleth to north of Afon Dyfi out of 

the town to the east along the A489, then north on the A470 through Mallwyd to 
Cross Foxes Inn, and then potentially back down the A487 to north of the river. 
The complete diversion from one side of the Afon Dyfi to the other is approx. 30 
miles; and 
 

o Non-trunk road diversion is undertaken from Machynlleth to north of Afon Dyfi out 
of the town to the east on the A489,  left turn on to the B4404 at Grofft Farm, then 
back west along the B4404 to the A487 re-joining the A487 just north of the 
scheme. The complete diversion from one side of Afon Dyfi to the other is approx. 
10 miles. 

 

• At this location the A487 forms an essential link between North Wales and Aberystwyth/ 
West Wales Coast as well as connecting local communities to the north and north-west 
of Machynlleth with local communities to the south of the existing bridge. Bridge closures 
affect between 5,000 and 7,000 vehicles per day depending on the time of year.  

• Existing (2015) Annual Average Daily Traffic flows on the bridge are 2,384 in the 
northbound direction and 2,298 southbound. Heavy goods vehicles (such as lorries) 
account for around 5% of daily traffic in both directions. The structure was not designed 
to carry the current volume and type of traffic.  
 

4.2  It is envisaged that any required environmental licences/consents would be obtained in order 
for construction of the scheme to be completed. 

 
4.3  Section 28 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 enables the Natural Resources Body for 

Wales, Natural Resources Wales (NRW), to designate land an SSSI, by reason of any of its 
flora, fauna, or geological or physiological features. The protection of those designated sites 
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was substantially increased by the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 which, by Section 
75 and Schedule 9, inserted new sections 28A-28R into the 1981 Act. The Welsh Ministers 
have a duty, set out in Section 28G(2), to ‘take reasonable steps, consistent with the proper 
exercise of the authority’s functions, to further the conservation and enhancement of the flora, 
fauna or geological or physiographical features by reason of which the site is of special 
scientific interest’. 

 
 

5. CONSULTATIONS 

 

5.1  The wider public has been informed about the proposed scheme by a Public Information 
Exhibition (PIE) held in October 2015. Issues raised during that exhibition have been 
considered as the draft Orders have been developed. The PIE was held on Wednesday 7th 
October 2015 at Y Plas, Machynlleth, from 10am to 8pm. A total of 322 people signed in as 
attending. 

 
5.2  In addition, local planning authorities, statutory environmental bodies and other stakeholders 

have been consulted individually and also as part of an Environmental Liaison Group (ELG) 
during the evolution of the scheme’s design. 

 
5.3  The ELG brings together representatives from Gwynedd Council, Powys County Council, 

Snowdonia National Park Authority, Cadw, Natural Resources Wales (NRW) and North and 
Mid-Wales Trunk Road Agent. It is intended that the ELG will continue to meet regularly 
throughout the pre-construction and construction period. 

 
5.4  Scheme details have also been presented to the Design Commission for Wales and community 

and town councils. Their comments have also been considered in the development of the 
scheme. 

 
5.5  Statutory undertakers, including Network Rail, have been consulted regarding diversions and 

protection of infrastructure. Landowners and persons whose properties or private accesses 
would be directly affected by the scheme have been visited or made aware of the proposals 
and have had the opportunity to comment on the development of the proposals. 

 
6. SCHEME OBJECTIVES 

 

6.1  The proposals support the objectives of the Welsh Government set out in the People, Places, 
Futures: Wales Spatial Plan, Wales Transport Strategy, Wales National Transport Plan, and the 
Wales Infrastructure Investment Plan for Growth and Jobs. 

 
6.2 In addition to the Welsh Government’s policy objectives, eight specific TPOs for the scheme 

have been developed: 
 

• To improve reliability of crossing the Afon Dyfi for people, freight and emergency 
vehicles on the A487 strategic corridor. 

• To improve efficient and reliable accessibility to key services including employment 
opportunities, healthcare and education. 

• To maintain the role of Machynlleth as a vibrant and sustainable local centre. 

• To preserve the long-term integrity of Pont-ar-Ddyfi. 

• To reduce the number and severity of collisions and casualties on the A487 in the study 
area. 

• To ensure that flood risk to third parties is not increased. 

• To minimise the impact of transport improvements on the landscape, biodiversity, water 
resources and heritage. 

• To increase the opportunity for efficient, safe and reliable travel by walking and cycling 
on the A487 corridor within the study area. 
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7. THE PROPOSED SCHEME  

 

7.1  The proposed scheme would consist of a new 1.22km long single carriageway road. The road 
would traverse from the northern edge of Machynlleth, across the Afon Dyfi floodplain, the river 
itself, and re-join the existing A487 at Ffriddgate, south west of the existing A487 junction with 
the B4404. 725m of the scheme would be carried by a structure, comprising a viaduct and a 
river bridge which would span clear of the river channel. It would cross the Afon Dyfi 
approximately 480m upstream of the existing Pont-ar-Ddyfi. 

 
7.2  The scheme would commence at the existing Cambrian Line Railway Bridge at the edge of 

Machynlleth and start to rise on an embankment. There would be a new junction to the west, 
connecting with the realigned existing A487 which will cease to be a trunk road. There would 
then be a new junction to the east, providing access to Dyfi Eco Park.  

 
7.3  The scheme would continue to rise on an embankment to a height of 4.2m above existing 

ground level before passing onto the viaduct. The viaduct would comprise 18 spans (2 spans of 
27m, 16 spans of 34m) of steel and concrete construction supported by pairs of round concrete 
columns on piled foundations.  

 
7.4  After crossing the floodplain the viaduct would reach its highest point above existing ground 

level (9m) at the river. Located approximately 480m upstream of the existing Pont-ar-Ddyfi, the 
structure would then have a penultimate span of approximately 50m and a main span of 74m, 
crossing over the Afon Dyfi.  The scheme would then connect with the existing A487, realigned 
and re-numbered as the A493, with a “ghost island” T-junction at Friddgate (i.e. a painted traffic 
island to indicate that vehicles should not enter) appropriate for the forecast traffic movements, 
and ending 73m south west of the existing A487 junction with the B4404. 

 
7.5  Where the scheme is on an embankment, the typical carriageway width would be 9.3m 

(excluding verges), consisting of two 3.65m wide lanes, with a 1m hard strip on either side. In 
addition, the typical cross section would include 2.5m grass verges along both sides of the 
proposed bypass, increasing in width to accommodate forward visibility requirements as 
required. The typical carriageway width would be the same on the proposed structure, with a 
raised 2.5m verge on the western side which would accommodate a shared footway/cycleway.  
On the eastern side the raised verge width would be reduced to 0.6m. 

 
7.6  The existing A487 would be de-trunked between the connection with the scheme at the 

southern end and Pont-ar-Ddyfi, and responsibility passed onto Powys County Council.  Pont-
ar-Ddyfi would be restricted to Non-Motorised Users (NMUs) and authorised vehicles during 
times of flooding only, as defined by Traffic Regulation Orders which would include appropriate 
weight restrictions. Fixed and de-mountable bollards would be used to control vehicular access 
onto Pont-ar-Ddyfi.  No vehicular through access would be provided along the old route, with 
only a NMU connection provided between the existing A487 south and Pont-ar-Ddyfi. The 
existing NMU route along the west side of the existing A487 would be retained.  A short section 
of the existing road will be narrowed to provide several parking spaces. The existing drainage 
channel, partially along the eastern side of the A487, would be profiled and extended to provide 
the outfall channel for the highway drainage of the main structure.  

 
7.7  The existing A487/A493 junction immediately north of Pont-ar-Ddyfi would be reconfigured to 

provide a through route connection to the new northern junction, with one-way traffic calming 
provided immediately north of Pont-ar-Ddyfi. The section of A487 north of the Afon Dyfi, 
between Pont-ar-Ddyfi and the new northern junction, would cease to be a trunk road and 
would become an extension of the A493 and responsibility passed to Gwynedd Council. 

  
7.8  A flood bund would be constructed along the northern boundary of the Dyfi Eco Park, which 

together with the new road embankment, would help protect this area from flooding. A new 
pumped drainage system would be installed at the Cambrian Line Railway Bridge to address 
flooding of the highway below the bridge. Flood protection measures would also be included for 
Pen-y-Bont cottages, which are close to Pont-ar-Ddyfi. 
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7.9  There are a number of utilities in the area which would be impacted by the scheme. Diversions 
of BT apparatus, existing overhead electricity cables and water mains would be required. An 
existing gas pipeline would be protected. 

 
7.10  The scheme lies partly within Snowdonia National Park (SNP) and partly within the park’s 

landscape setting. The receiving environment is highly sensitive. The potential effects on the 
environment have been considered through the iterative process of design, environmental 
assessment and redesign to reduce and where possible avoid adverse effects on the 
environment. Mitigation measures in relation to ecology, drainage, landscape and private 
assets have been included.  

 
7.11  All existing NMU routes, including the Wales Coast Path and National Cycle Network (NCN) 

routes 8 and 82, would be retained. There would be some temporary diversions and crossing 
points during construction. The NMU route along the new structure would connect up with NCN 
8 to the south and north, with the northern end requiring users to cross the new A487 at the 
location of the proposed A487/A493 junction.  There are no bus-stops that would be directly 
affected by the scheme. 

 
7.12  There are several landowner access points directly off the existing A487.  Where accesses are 

stopped up by the scheme reasonably convenient alternative accesses will be provided.   
Several existing landowner access points are south of Pont-ar-Ddyfi on the existing A487 and, 
as described above, vehicular access over Pont-ar-Ddyfi will be provided for these landowners 
at times of flooding. The existing bridge provides the only road access to livestock pens just 
south of the river when the existing A487 south of Pont-ar-Ddyfi is flooded.  At the northern 
river bank end of the main structure, a landowner access route would be provided under the 
proposed road. 

 
7.13  The scheme would not result in the demolition of any private properties. 
 
7.14  The majority of the scheme will be subject to the national speed limit for single carriageways 

(60mph for cars, motorcycles, car-derived vans and dual-purpose vehicles). A 30mph speed 
limit will be in force at the southern end of the scheme, for approximately the first 200m, 
reflecting the existing speed limit, with a 40mph speed limit in force between the two areas of 
the scheme, also approximately 200m long. 

 
7.15  The scheme would not have road lighting, except at the southern end of the scheme within the 

30mph speed limit. The requirement for the provision of highway lighting on the remainder of 
the scheme has been assessed and there is no requirement.  The highway drainage would be 
a kerb and gully highway system where the scheme is on an embankment, with combined kerb 
drainage units provided on the structure.  The highway drainage system would include pollution 
prevention measures to prevent material from any accidental spillage incident from entering the 
river.   

 
7.16  The scheme is anticipated to be earthworks neutral, the amount of excavated material 

balancing the amount of fill material.  However there may be a requirement for fill material to be 
brought in from outside the site.   

 
7.17  The early appointment of a contractor at the design stage with an Early Contractor Involvement 

(ECI) phase, has allowed the project to benefit from construction methodology considerations 
during development of the design.  The design has been reviewed by a team of experienced 
construction engineers coordinating the technical decisions through to a coherent design 
suitable for implementing modern, economical construction techniques. 

 
 
8.  POWERS TO CONSTRUCT THE SCHEME 

8.1  The Scheme is being promoted and would be constructed using the powers of the Welsh 
Ministers as Highway Authority in accordance with the Highways Act 1980, which have been 
transferred to them by virtue of the National Assembly for Wales (Transfer of Functions) Order 
1999 and the Government of Wales Act 2006 and delegated to the relevant Assembly Minister. 
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8.2  The powers to construct the new sections of trunk road and to de-trunk parts of the trunk road 

would be obtained through the statutory Order, which is now published in draft:  

a.  The Fishguard to Bangor Trunk Road (A487) (New Dyfi Bridge and Detrunking, 
Machynlleth) Order 201– 

 
8.3  The power to stop up, alter and improve highways, footpaths, cycle routes and private means 

of access, to construct new highways, footpaths, cycle routes and private means of access, 
and to provide the temporary provision and closure of footpaths and cycle routes would be 
obtained through the Side Roads Order, which is now published in draft:   

b.  The Fishguard to Bangor Trunk Road (A487) (New Dyfi Bridge, Machynlleth) (Side 
Roads) Order 201 – 

  
8.4 A draft Compulsory Purchase Order will be published on xx Month 2017. If made, this would 

enable the Welsh Ministers to acquire all the land and rights over the land, necessary for the 
construction and maintenance of the proposals. 

 
8.5  In drawing up the proposals, regard has been given to the interference with the rights of all 

those with interests in the Order lands and who would otherwise be affected by the scheme. 
 
8.6  As part of the legal process, the Welsh Ministers would consider all of the responses to the 

scheme and draft Orders and then decide whether to hold a Public Local Inquiry. Following any 
Public Local Inquiry, should the Welsh Ministers decide to go ahead with the scheme after 
taking into account the findings and recommendations of the independent Inspector, 
construction could start in 2018. 

   

 


